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Abstract:

The usual setup for the so-called "cold start" Knowledge Base Population task is that we
receive some collection of documents and we are asked to produce a "knowledge graph" in
which entities, attributes of those entities and relationships between those entities are
identified based on information attested in that collection. I'll begin this talk by describing
our participation in the cold start KBP task of the Text Analysis Conference. I'll then spend
the majority of the talk exploring what we should do differently when what we received are
not isolated documents, but rather some form of conversational media. I'll focus principally
on email as one computationally tractable conversational medium, and on person and
organization entities and their attributes, presenting results for both the Enron and the
Avocado email collections. I'll then conclude the talk with a preview of some work that we
are doing now with recorded phone calls made by Enron energy traders, and with a few
thoughts on next steps. This is joint work with Mark Dredze, Tim Finin, Ning Gao, Dawn
Lawrie, Jim Mayfield, and Paul McNamee.
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